
A Comment on a Misleading Article on 
Loyalty Program Effects

The Journal of Marketing last year (2007) published an article titled “The Long-Term Impact 
of Loyalty Programs on Consumer Purchase Behavior and Loyalty” by Yuping Liu.  It 
purports to show the impact of a loyalty program on the buying rate and loyalty of those 
who join the program.  The key finding is that large changes are observed for the lighter 
and moderate buyers in the loyalty program while the heaviest buyers exhibited no 
change.

The article does not explicitly state the overall sales gain the loyalty program delivered, but 
it can be calculated as a very substantial 30% increase in overall sales1.  Wow, no one has 
ever reported such results for a loyalty program before – which, in itself, should make 
readers wonder.  It turns out that it is unlikely that sales gains of this magnitude actually 
occurred (which is perhaps why this sales gain was not mentioned in the article).  The 
estimated results are largely an artifact of the analytical approach.  In reality the loyalty 
program probably delivered a much smaller, if any, behavioural change among the 
member groups.

THE DATA

The article is very well written but in the modern style which obscures the data and useful 
descriptive statistics with the emphasis instead on abstract measures of model fit and 

1 Yiuping Liu kindly sent me the sizes of each group: lighter members (n = 333), moderate (n = 333) and ultra heavies (n 
= 334).  They “initially” bought at respective rates of 1.6 times per month, 2.6, and 5.6.  Which means they purchased in 
total (533+866+1870) 3269 times per month.  Transactions sizes also varied for the 3 groups ($9, $15, $21) so the $ sale 
value of each was (533*9+866*15+1870*21) $57,057 per month.
The loyalty program is supposed to increase their buying by 2.1, 1.8, and .1 sales per month respectively = 
(699+599+33) 1331 additional sales occasions or a 41% increase in purchase transactions.  Members also supposedly 
increased their transaction values by $5, $3, $1 respectively which represents a total increase in sales revenue of 
(699*14+599*18+33*22) $21,295.  Which is a  40% increase in $ sales.
Which given that members were responsible for 74% of total sales represents a 30% increase in total $ sales.



statistical significance.  However, it is possible to carefully glean a good deal of descriptive 
data from the article.  Put together it looks like this:

The company A very small chain of petrol convenience stores.    

The loyalty program Rewards of approximately 1% of sales (including 
both petrol and convenience items).  Points 
redeemable for store items like a can of soda.  
Members have to apply for a certificate in order to 
redeem points.

The sample 1000 “randomly chosen members of the program 
who had joined the program in the 1st year and 
made at least 2 purchases by the end of the 2nd 
year.

Their purchases Median number of purchases across the 1-2 years = 
25 (i.e. 1-2 purchases per month).  Median value per 
purchase = $13.  n.b. the, unstated, average 
purchase rates will be higher skewed upwards by a 
few ultra heavy buyers - this is why the article 
reported the median.

Their (very high) value Program members are estimated to initially make 
only 5% of purchase occasions which make up 74% 
of total dollar sales !  This is calculated to rise over 
the period of analysis to 8% of all purchase 
occasions and 89% of total dollar sales. 

So the members of the loyalty program are the brandʼs most heaviest buyers.  It is well 
established that it is a brandʼs heaviest buyers who join loyalty programs because they are 
more likely to notice the program and they see that they have something to gain by 
joining2.  Lighter buyers are less likely to be exposed to the program, and those that are 
realize that they have little to gain - unless they can and do make a very large change in 
their buying behaviour.  In this case the bias towards heaviest customers is rather 
extreme, probably reflecting the fact that the loyalty program was small and not widely 
advertised (it was a for a small chain of petrol convenience stores3).

2 Sharp, Byron and Anne Sharp (1997), "Loyalty Programs and Their Impact on Repeat-Purchase Loyalty Patterns," 
International Journal of Research in Marketing, 14 (5), 473-86.

3 The article says that members made 42788 purchases which contributed makes up about 80% of sales volume.  
Assuming the mean purchase value was higher than the median of $13, say $20, then 80% of sales = approx. $1 million 
over 2 years.  Even a mean purchase size of $40 gives sales of only $2 million.  So this is a small store.
Another way to estimate the store chain size is given that program members bought $57,057 per month and were worth 
74% of total sales, overall sales were $77,000 per month, or $1.8 million over the 2 years.  Obviously the loyalty program 
data did not cover gasoline purchases.



These heavy buyers were then split into three groups based on their observed buying rate 
in the first month of joining the loyalty program.  The size of these groups is not revealed, 
but as buying rates show a skewed distribution4 weʼd expect most buyers to be in the 
moderate and lighter groups:

Observed 1st month 

buying rate

End period buying rate

Most heaviest 5.6 5.7

Moderate heavies 2.6 4.4

Lighter heavies 1.6 3.7

The articleʼs analysis method is to first estimate how often people buy based on an 
initialization period of one month.  Then see how this changes over time for each of 3 
groups of program members.  Changes appeared to occur surprisingly quickly and most 
dramatically for the lighter group (so that at the end of the period “the average purchase 
frequencies were not statistically different from that of an adjacent tier”).

REGRESSION TO THE MEAN
The key problem of this analytical approach is that it generates a flawed estimate of the 
underlying buying rate of the individuals by using a brief initialization period.  In other 
words buyers who were classified as light and moderate were, in reality, heavy buyers.

It is well established that purchase timing follows a Poisson distribution5.  This distribution 
allows for significant variation around an individualʼs true average rate of buying.  This 
means that observing a month of purchasing (typically only 0 or 1 purchase) will mis-
classify a great number of buyers.  

Normally this would mean that the same amount of heavy buyers would be mis-classified 
as light, as light would be mis-classified as heavy.  However, in this case because buyers 
self-select to join the loyalty program the bias will not be evenly spread.  Remember that 
only very heavy buyers joined the program.  A normally light buyer who just happened to 
make two purchases this month will probably not join because they realise that their recent 
purchase frequency is an anomaly.  A normally heavy buyer who only made one purchase 
this month is still likely to join, because they know their recent purchase frequency is an 
anomaly. 

4 Ehrenberg, A.S.C. (1959), "The Pattern of Consumer Purchases," Applied Statistics, 8 (1), 26-41.

5 Goodhardt, Gerald J, Andrew S C Ehrenberg, and Christopher Chatfield (1984), "The Dirichlet:  A comprehensive 
model of buying behaviour," Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 147 (5), 621-55.



So the misclassification error will be most pronounced amongst those classified as lighter 
buyers, not quite so great amongst those classed as moderate buyers, and least amongst 
those classed as the heaviest buyers.  We know that the heavier a buyer is of the brand 
the more opportunity and incentive they have to join the program.  Many of the buyers who 
made zero or one purchase in the initialization month were really heavier than this month 
suggested - they joined because they knew what the analyst couldnʼt see, i.e. that they 
were really heavy enough to win rewards.

The problem of ignoring the stochastic nature of purchasing was brought to marketing 
researchers attention long ago6.  Marketing scientists have shown how dramatically the 
time period the analyst uses to classify individuals can dramatically affect metrics even 
when there is absolutely no real change in buying behaviour7.  

The findings reported in the JM article are effectively contaminated by a type of regression 
to the mean.  In part, or in whole, the key finding is really the true buying rate of the 
individuals revealing itself over time – NOT a change in their buying rate.  Underlying this 
may be some real changes in buying behaviour, brought about by the loyalty program and 
other changes in the marketplace that occurred over the period.  But the a large part of the 
changes in the observed metrics appears to be an analytical artifact, not something real.

It is a pity that this was not picked up by the review process.  I do hope that readers of the 
JM article wonʼt think that loyalty programs can produce dramatic sales effects.

I also hope that analysts within companies, or as econometric consultants, donʼt follow this 
method to make a similar mistake with their own data.
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6 Morrison, Donald G. (1968), "A Stochastic Interpretation of the Heavy Half," Journal of Marketing Research, 5, 194-98.

7 Schmittlein, David C., Lee G. Cooper, and Donald G. Morrison (1993), "Truth in Concentration in the Land of (80/20) 
Laws," Marketing Science, 12 (2).


